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2Watt’s Up

The good weather has just kept going
throughout October, and with some
good soaring days thrown in to the
mix people have managed to continue
cross country flighting.

Our late season expedition to Aboyne
enjoyed some of the best weather
that I can remember in the 16 years
that I have been going there. Over
the three week period we had 13
wave days, and numerous climbs
above 15,000ft. Four Diamond height
gains and four Golds were achieved
by Lasham members during this
period.

Adding a TMG to your sailplane licence
The EASA sailplane licence has been around for about five years now,
and a number of people who already had PPLs were issued with
Touring Motor Glider privileges on the SPL/LAPL(s) when they applied
for it

Adding TMG privileges to an existing EASA license has proved to be
a bit more difficult, as the training had to be done under an Approved
Training Organisation, who hold the required approval for TMG
training. Becoming an ATO is an expensive and time consuming
process, and no gliding clubs had bothered to go down this route.

EASA were aware of the issues with the ATO system, so they have
now introduced the Declared Training Organisation which is aimed at
the light end of General Aviation. The BGA have now become a DTO,
and very shortly they will be adding TMG training to it.  Once this
approval is put in place, we will be able to train and test the holder
of an SPL/LAPL(s) for the addition of the TMG rating to their license.

If you are interested in doing this over the winter then come and have
a chat with me about what’s involved, and the amount of flying you
will need to do.

Winching operation
We have struggled this year to provide the normal Lasham winching
service and this was due in part to the reliability of the winches, and
continuing issues with the supplied steel cable. The result of this is
that on a number of occasions we have had to provide reduced price
aerotowing in place of a winch launch.
To stop this happening again next year we have carried out a review
of the entire winching operation and are putting in place the following
changes.

1) A new Skylaunch winch has been ordered and should be in service
before March. We will run three winches for the summer and then
over the next two winters our older winches will have major overhauls.

2) We will be swapping over to Dyneema cable this winter. We will
be using the 6mm cable as this should have better resistance to wear
when towed across the disused runways. The  main advantage of
Dyneema cable is its service  life compared to steel. The expectation
is that it lasts three time as long. The added bonus is higher and
smother launches. If you winch on Dyneema there should be a 200ft
increase in height on the launch.

3) We will also be changing our parachute and strop system to the
standard recommended and supplied by Skylaunch.

We are also aware that when we tried Dyneema in the past it didn’t
stand up to being dragged along the cross runways after a launch
failure. With this in mind we will keep one winch fitted with steel able,
so that when we are on the medium or short runways this winch can
be used.

One last thing to remember with Dyneema is its cost. If you look at
a winch with steel cable fitted  the cost of the cable is around £800.



On a winch with Dyneema fitted it’s around £3000. We are very aware
of how important it is to look after this cable, so there will be a lot of
winch-driver training taking place over the winter

Both sides of the fence.
If you want to earn a living from gliding there are really only two ways
of doing it. You can either become an professional instructor, or work
as a glider repairer. I have earned my living from gliding since 1990,
and in that time I have worked for two gliding clubs and two glider
repair companies.

Both of the glider repair companies that employed me were based on
the same airfield as a large full-time gliding clubs, and one of their
major revenue streams was dealing with the day to day maintenance
and incident/accident damage to the clubs’ fleets of gliders..

I now sit on the other side of the fence, and part of my role as CFI is
trying to reduce this day to day damage that happens when you run
a training organisation.

This is a never ending challenge, that’s due in part to the ever
changing membership and also peoples ability to come up with new
and evermore interesting ways to break things.

The Society is immensely lucky that it has a workshop on site that
staffed by experienced glider repairers, so that when anything gets
damaged it gets fixed right away. The downside of this is that it is
regarded as just another job to keep the workshop busy, and because
no invoices are raised for the club work, members don’t see the true
cost of this damage.

We operate a no-blame culture at Lasham, and I don’t want this to
change, but what I do want is for people to treat Lasham’s equipment
as if it were their own. Many of the issues we had this year could have
been avoided if people had not just made assumptions and bashed

on regardless, but had come and ask someone for guidance when
they didn’t know what to do.

Another new K21
Around 5 years ago we reviewed the current fleet and future two-
seater training requirements. We realised that the K13s wouldn’t go
on for ever, and a plan had to be put in place to update the fleet.
The Flying Committee looked at all of the possible options for
replacing the K13s, and when we boiled it down there was really
only one, and that’s the K21.

Over the last four years we have been steadily purchasing new K21s,
with the aim that when we have five on the club fleet we will move
the basic training onto the K21s.

Our next new K21 is due for delivery at the end of November, and if
you have been keeping up with glider developments you will know
that Schleicher is now producing the K21B. There have been no great
structural changes to the new aircraft, but a lot of small changes and
refinements that bring the glider into the 21st Century. If you want
to have a look at what Schleicher’s have done with the K21 then you
can see an article and lots of photo’s on their website.
https://www.alexander-schleicher.de/en/neu-b-version-der-ask-21/

What’s happening in 2019
The dates for next year’s events have now been agreed, so it’s time
to let the membership know what happening in 2019. Below is the list
of the major events that are taking place at Lasham, and as usual the
full list of courses and training weeks will be available on the Lasham
website at the end of November.

Jaca spring expedition.  11 March  - 6 April
Start the season early with some mountain and wave flying in a
Lasham two-seaters with an experienced instructor.  The list will be
open in the office on Saturday the 17th of November, and I am sure
based on the demand in previous years it will be filling up fast.
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Serres         27 May - 5 July
This year we will again be running an expedition to Serres in the
French Alps. Due to the demand we will again be basing our Duo
there for six weeks with Merv Saunders and G Dale instructing for
that period. More details will be sent out shortly and the expected
opening of the list will be in early January

Open, 15mtr and Standard Class Nationals   3 - 11 August
In 2019 we will be holding three Nationals classes. Although this is a
major event there will still be a club member launching operation
from the North side of the airfield. This operation has worked well in
previous years and members have found that they could fly with little
or no disruption from the competition.

Abyone        29 September - 18 October
A chance to extend the season with some wave-flying with the
possibility of Gold and Diamond heights. Aboyne is one of the few
places in Europe that has a wave box that allows flights above FL 195.
So if you fancy a trip up north in October either come along and use
the Lasham gliders or bring your own and join in the fun

Winter lectures
Once again we will be running a series of winter lectures starting in
January to help you study and pass the Bronze theory paper. These
lectures will also be of interest to anyone who is also studying for the
PPL written exam, as there is a lot of cross over content of the two
subjects. When the dates are confirmed we will send out a email to
all members.

New DCFI.
In August the committee approved the recruitment of a full time DCFI
at Lasham. After a number of interviews, I am pleased to announce
that Jordan Bridge has been appointed to the role, and will start work
for the Society at the beginning of November.

Jordan is well known at Lasham as he has worked at for us over the
last three years as a summer staff instructor, and then in the winter
instructing down under at Lake Keepit. This depth of experience and
enthusiasm will be a great asset to Lasham, and I am sure that he
will continue to develop in his role as our DCFI.

He will be initially working from Sunday to Thursday over the winter
period, and I will also be changing my working week to Tuesday to
Saturday. Over the last five years Ed Lockhart has covered the duties
of DCFI and both myself and the Committee would like to thank him
for the time and effort he has put into this role.

C��in Wat�
CFI Lasham Gliding Society
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5Charlie Kovac
1926-2018

Srboljub Kovacevic aka Charlie
Kovac was born in Orahovac,
Montenegro (then Yugoslavia) on
16 June 1926. He was the eldest of
five children, three boys and two
girls. He went to school in Skopje,
Macedonia.

When he was 14 he started gliding as
a hobby and had just passed his “A”
and his “B” when the Germans
invaded.

He fought as a partisan in a guerilla war against the Communists and
the Germans, where he survived a dum dum bullet, being bayoneted
by an enemy soldier, stabbed in his throat  and was blown up by a
mortar shell.

He finally escaped to Italy with other Yugoslav partisans, where he
worked as a policeman and studied art for three years. January 1949
he emigrated to England and stayed in a displaced person’s camp in
Great Missenden with other Yugoslav refugees.

Working as a farmhand in Great Missenden, he met his wife, a
refugee from East Prussia, at a dance in Prestwood in May 1949. They
continued to go this dance every year after that, even with their
children, for the next 12 years.

They were married on 7 January 1950, and using a wheelbarrow to
move their belongings to a shared room in Wielden Street,
Amersham, they settled down to married life with £5 between them.
His wife, Luzie, then worked as an au pair and Charlie worked in the
garden and they earned together a total of £11 a week!

Charlie then seized the opportunity of working for Farmer Jarvis in
Old Amersham, milking his cows, since the job came with a small,
one bedroom cottage they could move into.

In May 1950 his eldest son, Alex, was born and Charlie had to
remarry Luzie in church in order for his son to be christened. Soon
after they moved to a slightly larger cottage, Hillgreen Cottage, in
Marlow Bottom, and as well as taking on employment on another
farm, ploughing fields etc., Charlie started a correspondence course
in electronics with Bennett College in Sheffield. In January 1953 his
second child, Ljiljana, was born.

In 1954, Charlie passed his exams having taken the practical in High
Wycombe, and secured a job with J Davey in Fulham Palace Road in
London. Therefore another move was necessary and Charlie
managed to purchase a three bedroom, semi-detached house in
Acton for £1600.

Having left his home and
country in 1945, Charlie
had not seen his mother
for ten years when she
finally came to visit him
in 1955 and stayed for six
months, during which
time Charlie’s third child,
George, was born. Unfor-
tunately his mother re-
turned to Yugoslavia in
1956 and died of cancer
the following year. Char-
lie’s father had died in the
war.

After having worked for
Smith Radio Mobile,

Everyone at Lasham will be
saddened by the passing of
Charlie Kovac (Honorary Life
Member of the Society). He
was an extraordinary
instructor. His daughter,
Ljiljana, provided a life-story
that is so compelling it has
been reproduced it in full.



Charlie set up his own business, SK Radio and Television Services Ltd,
in 1959, with his service department being in the front room of his
house.

In 1961 the first shop in Horn Lane, Acton was acquired. Charlie
focused on selling and servicing colour televisions, which had just
been introduced, and also dealt with household appliances. One of his
customers was Wilfrid Brambell. The shop was sold in 1974.

In January 1964 the family moved to Ruislip, Middlesex, and soon
after Charlie took up his previous hobby of gliding again at Dunstable,
where he gained his (second) “A”, “B” and “C”. A year later, in 1965,
Charlie joined Lasham Gliding Club, gaining a bronze, silver and two
diamonds. He also took on the roles of senior instructor and BGA
coach, and with nerves of steel often put his students into difficult
situations that they needed to get out of (in popular parlance referred
to as being members of the brown trouser club). In the same year he
was introduced to orchids.

Charlie bought his second shop, now specialising in car radios,
television and hifi, in 1971 in Hillingdon, which his eldest son
managed. (This shop closed in April 2008.) A third shop was opened
in Woking in 1976, which was very successful for thirty years and
finally closed in 2006, when Charlie finally decided to fully retire at
the age of 80! He was awarded the Ann Welch Memorial Award which
acknowledges people who have made a major contribution to
instruction.

In 1974, coming back from gliding in Lasham, Charlie noticed a piece
of land for sale just one mile away. Being so close to Lasham and at
a reasonable price of £9,000, Charlie bought it and had Cedar Lodge
built on the property which he and Luzie moved into on 15 October
1975, and which they extended in 1983.

Charlie built his first greenhouse while the garden was being
cultivated, and he began expanding his interest in orchids, which
ended in his having three greenhouses and over 2,000 orchids. Not
only did he develop his own web-site specializing in Phalaenopsis, he
also joined the Wessex Orchid Society, later becoming their chairman
and then their president. He was also invited as a judge for the British
Orchid Society and also for international events, and his keen interest
in orchid growing and propagating took him to Thailand, Bangkok,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Brazil and Hawaii.

In 2002 his wife, Luzie, became ill and the once hardworking
businessman, glider pilot and orchid grower had to develop his
culinary and tea-making skills after discovering where the kitchen
was. He was the epitome of a perfect husband, putting his wife first
and looking after her for the last six years of her life. Luzie died in
2008.

Charlie continued pursuing his hobbies and leading an active life for
several years after, despite old age creeping up on him. Freezing
temperatures in 2013 saw the majority of his orchids perish. He
reverted to caring for the few remaining ones in his conservatory as
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opposed to the greenhouse, which was also falling apart and at 87 he
found difficult to maintain.

He also starting driving less, depending on his daughter to drive
longer distances, but still managing to find his way to Lasham and
back on his own until April 2017, when he gave up driving completely.
His last flight was on 12 September 2017, when getting in and out of
a glider proved virtually impossible.

He went on to live another year. After a very eventful, exciting life,
his mobility and health were failing, and so he was ready to join his
wife.

Srboljub “Charlie” Kovacevic, businessman, glider pilot, orchid grow-
er and family man died peacefully on 10 October 2018, with his three
children by his side.

Ljiljana Jones

Geoffrey Miller wrote:
I do recall Charlie telling me that as a child he had to go into his
father's store room and draw the morning shot of slivovitz for his
father's breakfast. It put Charlie off alcohol completely and he was
always teetotal as a result. He only ever drank coffee, never tea or
even water.

Charlie learnt to glide as a teenager by the old bungee launch hops
method and gained his licence without his parents' knowledge or
permission.

I first met Charlie Kovac on 13th May 1996 when I started a five day
course at Lasham. In those days he not only instructed, but acted as
launch-point controller for five days each week. Under his guidance
everything ran smoothly, for he had that rare ability to issue orders
in such a way that you though he'd just asked you politely.

I had the privilege of flying with Charlie on numerous occasions. He
had the reputation of being the master of spin-recovery training and
it was a given that his first flight of every day would include a spin. I
once asked him why he enjoyed it so much, to which he replied "who
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said I enjoy it?" He went on to point out that it is important to become
proficient in avoiding and recovering from manoeuvres which are likely
to kill you, so that when it happens unintentionally you instinctively
know what to do. He was always vastly amused at the memory of
taking me for my "prolonged spins" exercise, demonstrating the
development of pitch. I had to lie down for three hours afterwards,
which he never allowed me to forget.

Charlie had to give up instructing when he turned 80 because the
Club's insurance no would longer cover him. It was then a pleasure
to fly with him and learn from his long years of experience, as he
seemed to know instinctively where the next thermal was to be found.
He very nearly managed to get me to train as a basic instructor, but
I didn't have the time to do it.

As the years passed, Charlie became physically less able so my
colleagues and I in the Tuesday Group took it in turns to carry him as
a passenger and we were able to join in the celebrations for his 90th
birthday. Unfortunately it got progressively more difficult for him to
get in and out of the glider and I was lucky enough to be the pilot for
his last ever flight on 12 September 2017 at the age of 91.

I don't think that Charlie ever got over the death of his dear wife Lucy,
although adopting a rescue dog of the same name did give him great
consolation. We shall all miss him and I am sure we will continue to
hear his words of wisdom coming from the back seat.

Graham Garnett wrote:

During the war he was in the Yugoslav resistance at some point and
I remember him telling me that one day he had come face to face
with a German soldier and killed him in close combat. When I asked
how he felt about it, he said to me “Fine, it was either him or me.”

One of my early memories of Charlie was one day outside the old
T2 hangar,
Charlie said to me, “Graham how old are you?”
I replied, “10”
Charlie, “Do you want to live to be 11?”
I said “Yes Charlie”,
Charlie “Good, then carry my wingtip to the launch-point!”

Of course I did and he bought me a Coke (fine payment in those days)
He was a bit scary but he was kind and I remember as a child liking
him very much. Though we all knew not to mess with Charlie Kovac!

I’m sure you can get others to talk about Charlie’s sometimes
unorthodox instructing methods, low level spinning, running out of
height giving a full and through briefing on the aerotow you were
about to do and then pulling the bung at 200’ The small field to the
south of the southern peritrack is still (at least to me) known as
Charlie’s field, he liked getting students to land in it!

Jane Lewis: He spun off the top of autotow. He used to pull my
pigtails if I ever got slow in a K13, which jerked me and the stick back,
incipient/full spin ensued. Thanks for everything Charlie, we'll miss
you.

Gordon MacDonald: As CFI, I would sometimes see a K13 doing
something questionable, only to breath a sigh of relief when I figured
it was Charlie. Usually instructing an instructor or student. His style
and persona was from many generations ago. But he was very
effective and very respected. His judgement on a student’s ability was
always spot on.
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9A gliding playground

The beginning of another long hot summer`s
day in the heart of Southern England, the
year 1960, the airfield, Netheravon on
Salisbury Plain. The first wisps of cumulus
came early, around 9am, striking upwards
into tall columns of pure white, a sure sign
of deep instability.

A Skylark 3, and my turn to fly on this RAF
gliding expedition and I needed my Gold

Height badge, a gain of height of 3000 metres, a little under 10,000ft.
With a launch behind an RAF Chipmunk to 2000ft I would need a climb
to 12,000 feet, plus a few hundred feet extra just to make sure, and
the coveted Gold badge would be mine!

Oxygen?  Not strictly essential at that height but my training in the
RAF had indoctrinated me to use it when flying above 10,000 feet so
naturally I elected to use it at that altitude to maintain my alertness
and concentration.

Barograph blacked, sealed and ticking and secured on the parcel shelf,
DI completed and signed for, a briefing from the Duty Instructor and
I was ready to go. But from now on it would be a team effort - the
Skylark and me. Together we would make this trip with each of us
having our part to play.

The aerotow was straightforward, cloud base still around only 2,000
feet above ground, but then it was only 9:45 am so that was to be
expected under the moist and very unstable weather conditions that
prevailed.

Soaring was easy, every little cumulus puff gave lift, nothing strong
but just enough to stay airborne comfortably. But my aim was not
just to stay airborne but to find a healthy looking cumulus that had
enough energy to grow to 15,000 ft or more and take the Skylark and
me along with it.

A few miles to the north I could see the first signs of the cloud I was
after; one larger than its neighbours, with a darker base and which
was already thrusting a voluminous turret towards the azure blue
above.

Tiptoeing our way across the few miles of still dormant air between
us and the cloud, we sank lower and lower, down to only 900 feet
above the ground but, as we slipped underneath its base, the air
became vibrant with energy, a sure sign of lift, and with it the promise
of realising our mutual ambition – to soar upwards in the misty opaque
of our chosen cloud.

Smoothly, and with only
a slight tremor, our wings
found the invisible rising
column of air, only about
200 yards wide at this
low height and, reducing
our speed to 38 knots,
rolling on the bank to
about 30 degrees, we
were circling in the lift.
Only about 300 feet per
minute climb at first, but
a few adjustments to our
turn and we were
properly in the heart of
the thermal and gaining 500 feet every minute.

Steadily the ground dropped away and the dark base of the cloud
drew nearer; blind flying instrument on, working correctly, aircraft
properly trimmed, smooth flying, concentrate on instruments,
airspeed and turn needle is all we had, and keep relaxed.  We were
now in the concave bowl under the cloud, the visual horizon was
melting away, the first wisps of cloud floated past us, must not look
at the ground now but concentrate fully on instruments; and then

John Delafield wrote a
book in the 1980s that
he never published.
This is one of the
anecdotes. At the time
of this flight he had
210 gliding hours and
was aged 22.

Cumulus congestus



quite suddenly we were along in the milky greyness of the cloud, just
the Skylark and me. The world had disappeared.

It was now up to us together to navigate our way to the upper reaches
of our amorphous grey host.  There was no sensation of movement
now; all visual reference had gone and the sole indication of normality
was the gentle whisper of the air flowing past the Skylark and the
indications of the instruments. Were it not for the latter, we would be
helpless, because without visual reference our senses serve only to
confuse us; indeed to follow them and ignore the instruments would
soon lead to disaster as one`s sensory perception alone can prove so
powerful as to disorientate the pilot and make him distrust his gyro
and airspeed indicator.

By now the Skylark and I had settled on our routine for the flight; she
would do all the flying, all the hard work, and I would merely give her
a little help from time to time by correcting the upset caused by any
turbulence and by guiding her into the best lift. It worked well because
in no time at all we were climbing at a steady 800 feet per minute
with the altimeter needle moving around its dial with almost indecent
haste; 5,000 feet passed and the 6,000 and 7,000 but now the cloud’s
hitherto soft gentle character was changing – slowly at first but then
abruptly.

Instead of the smooth quiet whisper of air flowing past the cockpit,
our world became noisy, almost deafening, as we rose into the region
where rain drops were, quite literally, being suspended by the sheer
strength of the updraft. They battered themselves against the wood
and fabric of the wing and against the Perspex of the canopy with
such force that the sound was amplified many times as it echoed
around inside the glider.

8,000 feet shot past as the altimeter wound itself in into a frenzy-
over 1,000 feet every minute but still the Skylark flew steadily around
its repetitive circle with only the occasional guidance from me –

concentrate on holding a steady turn, steady attitude and speed and
keep the slip ball in the middle - and she did the rest.

As we soared deeper into the cloud, away from the sun outside, it got
darker and darker, 9,000 feet and still the noise but, again without
warning, the cloud`s mood changed and we were struck by near
hammer blows of hail; we had now risen sufficiently high for the rain
drops around us to freeze.

The noise was deafening: we were now the uninvited guest and our
host was clearly showing its displeasure.

Not only was the moisture in the cloud freezing but it was freezing
also on to the glider which became steadily heavier and more difficult
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to fly as the ice spoiled the smooth aerodynamic surface of the wing
and also did its best to restrict me being able to move the controls.

10,000 feet, almost enough for that Gold Badge – just 2000 feet more
to make sure and so we had to beg our host’s good favour for a little
longer.

But still the hammer blows of hail – but then gradually a softer sound
– perhaps the cloud now accepted our presence…. The roar of
hailstones changed to a whisper as we ascended into the cloud`s
upper reaches where it was too cold for hail to form but ideal for snow,
ice crystals in reality, small light and smooth-flowing, no noise, just
an eerie whisper.

11,500 feet came and time to get the oxygen mask on and the
life-giving gas flowing because without it my perceptive and manual
skills would be dulled with increasing height although my brain would
still convey a misleading and perhaps dangerous euphoria. Without
the oxygen the Skylark would be on her own and, despite her great
stability, the chances of her emerging from the great cauldron of cloud
intact, without reasoned control inputs by me to keep her on an even
keel, would be much reduced.

Oxygen was now life – and how cool and refreshing it felt – an
instantaneous returning keenness to my brain; an alertness that had
surreptitiously drifted away came with an abruptness that was as
sudden as it was welcome. For now, as we passed our target of 12,000
feet I would need all my skills to navigate our way out of what was
fast becoming a storm of some magnitude. But with the sweet nectar
of the cool refreshing oxygen, coupled with the sheer excitement of
our flight in this ever growing cloud, I had to be careful not to
hyperventilate, breathing too quickly in effect. So doing could produce
a similar effect as having too little oxygen – loss of my mental faculties
and eventual unconsciousness.

But all was well. 12,500 feet and time to leave – remember the
shortest way out of the cloud – West in this case – and try to straighten
out on a Westerly compass heading. Easier said than done using the
only compass fitted in that era of gliding, a somewhat pendulous E2A,
which was never designed to show a correct magnetic heading whilst
in turning flight and, instead, would oscillate and show a stream of
meaningless headings.

The only practical way I had learnt at that early stage of my gliding
was to note, before entering cloud, what particular gyration the
compass was going through as the glider turned through the heading
one intended to leave the cloud on and then, in cloud, use the same
compass gyration as the cue to roll the wings level and hope to be on
the intended heading. It normally worked!

But no sooner had we got ourselves sorted out and flying a more or
less westerly heading than things started to go awry. First, there was
a dull roll of thunder in the distance, not as far as I could tell in “our”
cloud but close enough to raise the alarm and to confirm that it was
indeed time to get out and into the clear air again. Gliders and
lightning do not get on well together and flying in “electric clouds” is
fraught with unexpected hazards as later flights by others so clearly
proved. I was frightened.

Second, instead of the smooth steady up-current into which we had
secured ourselves for our climb inside the cloud, which had deceived
me into thinking of our host as generally hospitable and well disposed
towards us, life was transformed into the roughest passage I had,
until that moment, ever experienced – turbulence of such magnitude
that I wondered if the Skylark could endure such a stresses on its 18
metre span wings.

I remembered in those long minutes, perhaps it was only seconds but
it felt like an age, everything I had ever learnt about flying in
turbulence, part of my RAF training, keep the attitude steady above
all else and make no attempt to correct for short changes in airspeed
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caused by gusts. Also, keep the speed to about 10 to 15 knots above
the stall to make sure that the wing would stall in any very strong
gust which it might encounter, thus preventing it generating so much
lift as to over-stress the structure. And finally, keep the wings level
by keeping the turn needle and slip ball centred whilst cross
referencing to the compass to ensure that we continued in the
intended direction.

By now the Skylark was labouring in its flight; the wing, which Slingsby
had taken so much trouble to make accurately, was now so disfigured
in its profile by the accretion of ice that it no longer performed in the
way its designer had intended. The stalling speed, instead of its usual
32 knots or thereabouts was probably now more like 45 knots. With
the glider`s flying characteristics changed so much by the ice,
together with the buffeting from the turbulence within the cloud, it
was difficult to know what the stalling speed really was.

To add to our troubles the ailerons were by now becoming restricted
in operation as ice had started to get into the hinge line and I found
it repeatedly necessary to give the control column a forceful jerk to
prevent the complete seizure of the controls.

Exhilarating when it was all over but challenging at the time!

As the turbulence continued to buffet the Skylark I wondered what
the chances were of my losing control of her and then having to rely
on the airbrakes to keep the resultant speed gyrations of the
uncontrolled glider to within the structural limit to prevent her
breaking up under the strain.

But, if the ailerons were freezing up, what chance that the airbrakes
would by now be frozen shut? I realised that in all probability they
would by now be unusable and this merely reinforced my suspicion
that I was now very much on my own and that, apart from the ultimate
of escape by parachute, of itself a risky undertaking in what was

clearly becoming a significant storm cloud, the situation was entirely
in my hands.

The adrenalin flowed – I had to get it right.

Time ticked by and we seemed to be coping with the situation; perhaps
I had been worrying unnecessarily…

The cloud became lighter, the cockpit brightened up too, as we
approached the outer reaches of our billowing host to where the sun`s
rays were able to penetrate and give an incandescence to the vaporous
mass all around us. It was disorientating, like flying in a fishbowl of
white with no cue to indicate which way was up or down. Precise
instrument flying remained vital.

Gradually the light got brighter and then, quite suddenly, we shot out
of the vertical side of the cloud into crystal smooth air.

The contrast was awe inspiring.

During our exit from the cloud we had been thrown upwards another
1,500 feet to just under 14,000 feet, nearly 2 ½ miles up.  In the
turbulence and mayhem of the last few minutes I had not even noticed
it!

But now it was bliss.

I scraped off some of the ice that had formed on the inside of the
canopy to be rewarded with a startling sight; the wing glinting white
with ice in the sun and, all around us, the towering columns of cumulus
cloud all desperately scrambling skywards to emulate our recent host.

Ahead I could see nothing, for the outside of the canopy was so thick
with ice and only descent to the warmer air well below would see its
clearance.  We still had a long way to go before that could happen!

12A gliding playground
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So that was that! We had achieved our objective of gaining enough
height to quality for the height element of the internationally
recognised `Gold C` badge. The only remaining doubt in my mind
was whether the barograph had recorded our height climb, without it
our flight would go unrecognised.  But I could hear the clockwork
mechanism of the device ticking merrily away in the barograph located
behind my head, and that augured well.

The descent took some 20 minutes. At first we sank at something
approaching 800 feet per minute as the ice dragged us down but then,
at around 6,000 feet the air warmed up above freezing point and I
was startled by a crack as the first chunk of ice broke loose from a
wing. First just one or two pieces detached but then the ice separated
in a steady stream. The canopy cleared and, once again, I could see
perhaps 30 miles or more. Around us were towering columns of
cumulus and, turning a little so as to see behind, I could see the great
mountain of white that had been our host. It had grown to substantial
proportions and was rapidly developing into a cumulonimbus and a
storm of some magnitude.

Freed from its burden of ice the Skylark reverted to its whispering
gentle self and adopted a steady descent of only some 200 feet per
minute.  Filled with the joys of a successful flight we did a few modest
aerobatics together, a spin or two and then a quick circuit with
air-brakes out to get back on to the ground to let someone else have
a go.

But I had had the best of the day as the weather deteriorated to
storms and rain. But the barograph had worked!

13A gliding playground
(continued)



14Vintage news

The two big events since the
GHC update in the last issue of
Rising Air have been the
opening ceremony for the
second hangar and the vintage
task week.

Second hangar opening
event
This took place late afternoon
on Saturday 25 August. All
fingers were crossed re the
weather and we were lucky! It
turned out to be a really nice
day in contrast to what had
been a very “iffy” Junior
Nationals and Regionals comp
week. Officiating was Sir John
Allison, formerly Air Chief
Marshall Sir John Allison, head
of RAF Strike Command. (see
also cover photo)

We had 140 -150 attending, couldn’t do an exact count, which was
right at the top of expectations. Representing “vintage” on the
powered front were the absolutely splendid De Havilland Rapide, Pete
Richie’s Chipmunk, and no less than five Tiger Moths that flew in. It
was quite a sight.

It’s worth mentioning that Sir John Allison will be giving the Saturday
night lecture on 9th February, subject the Cold War and the RAF. One
not to be missed, I attended one of Sir John’s lectures at Blackbushe
and he’s a great speaker.

The Vintage Task Week
This was held rather later than usual, Saturday 1st Sept to Saturday
8th Sept, due to the comps at Lasham and the second hangar opening
event. Whilst not a great week it was good in that we flew and soared
on all of the first seven days. Only the final Saturday was a scrub,

best day of the whole week the Friday. 40 pilots participated in 30
gliders of 20 different types, including 5 gliders from different sites
which was great to see.

The best flight of the week was by Dan Chidley in his Zugvogel 3b on
the Friday to Sandhill Farm, Chilbolton and Salisbury. 202.6 km. He
received the Keith Green trophy.

Sir John Allison giving his speech
(Paul Haliday)

Overall winner of the week, Lemmy Tanner received the David
Innes silver rose bowl from Gary Pullen (Paul Haliday)



Furthest out landing of the week was by Alan Baker in “The Beast”
(YS53)  at Rivar Hill. Al thought he’d be able to get an aerotow retrieve
back to Lasham, but Oh Dear, aerotowing is not allowed at the Rivar
Hill site! So the glider had to be retrieved by road.

Alan Baker won the Geoffrey Stephenson trophy for the best flight in
a GHC glider – 102.3 km via Andover, Chieveley and Basingstoke
North in the Oly 463.

Additions to the GHC fleet
A Slingsby T30 Prefect has recently arrived. It is in really good
condition and so is its trailer. We already have Sir John Allison’s Prefect
which undoubtedly is the best Prefect still in existence. So whilst we
are mad keen to have the trailer why would we also want the glider?

Well, it turns out it is the prototype Prefect that first flew in June 1948,
and therefore has a great deal of provenance. Currently out of CofA,
but a quick inspection suggests there will not be much work required
to get it airworthy again.

Looking ahead
The completion of the second hangar was a major effort, both in
raising the funds needed plus the huge amount of voluntary work that
went into its construction.

So what next for the GHC?  Well our next major project has been
agreed as the construction of a really good workshop. We’re at the
investigative stage right now, what’s the estimated cost and where
should it be sited?

We have a good handle on the cost but the siting is more problematic.
It is wound up with Health & Safety and potential fire risk due to
proximate buildings. So more work to be done on the siting - though
we know exactly where we would ideally like it to be - before we put
a proposal before the LGS CoM.

I doubt whether anything “actual” will happen re the construction,
unless its ground clearing, until we’re into the second half of 2019
earliest.

15Vintage news
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Herefordshire Gliding Club has applied to the Aviva Community
Funding Scheme, for funding towards building a hangar. We
are based at Shobdon, sharing accommodation, including hangars,
with the resident power flying club and other organisations. The
available hangar space is expensive and not sufficient to house all the
club gliders, so we have to park them out or rig them every day. For
some time we have wanted to build our own hangar as part of our
plan to expand the club. We are now starting on this project and busy
raising funds to pay for the new building.

All projects submitted the Aviva scheme are open to public voting and
the projects with the most votes go forward to the next stage of
assessment by a team of judges. Anyone can vote in this scheme and
each individual has 10 votes to give.

We are not asking you to contribute financially (unless you want to)!
But you could help by voting for the project on the Aviva website.
Please go to:
https://community-fund.aviva.co.uk/voting/project/view/4-3262

In order to vote, you have to register with Aviva and put in an email
address and password (Aviva doesn’t pester you through your email).
You will then be directed back to the Projects page where you can
‘Browse or search projects’. To find our application, enter ‘gliding’ in
the ‘Search project titles and organisations’ box.

We would be very grateful if you would put all your 10 votes to our
application! Thank you so much. We will let you know if we are
successful!

16Hereford hangar

Garry Coppin, Steve Jones with Fliss and Gwennie took two
Arcuses up to Aboyne where they took some great photos

https://community-fund.aviva.co.uk/voting/project/view/4-3262


17The twenty best flights of the season

The thermal season started even later than last year, which wasn’t
great either.  A few more flights in the second half of the season made
it into the top twenty, but 21 June will live long in the memory. The
pleasing aspect was that the thermal season kept going into

September. As a result 950 flights were entered into the National
Ladder. In comparison, the excellent 2014 only had 867 entries and
the average length of flight this year is now up to 308 km.

Date Pilot (p1&p2) Glider Task Km Km/
h

21 Jun Andy Aveling & Garry Coppen ARCUS T Lutterworth, Booker W, Tuxford, Chichester W, Telford E, Bognor Regis 1010.5 97.0

22 Jun Liz Sparrow STD CIRRUS L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Chard, Ettington, L 612.6 86.5

22 Jun Finn Sleigh LIBELLE L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Chard, Ettington, L 614.4 81.8

21 Jun Christopher Starkey ASG 29 (18.0) L, Gainsborough, Butser, Naseby W, L 806.0 113.4

21 Jun Alistair Nunn JS1 B L, Newark, Portsmouth N, Silverstone, Havant, L 766.2 110.3

15-Jul Nigel Mallender LS8 L, Bicester, Tibenham, Melton Mowbray Mast, Pewsey, L 616.6 94.6

15-Jul Graham McAndrew DUO DISCUS XL L, Bicester, Tibenham, Melton Mowbray Mast, Pewsey, L 616.6 98.9

22 Jun Alistair Nunn JS1 B L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Chard, Ettington, L 612.6 103.9

21-Jun Nick Hoare ASG 29 (18.0) L, Gainsborough, Foxton, Tuxford, L 756.8 100.0

19 May Tom Arscott STD CIRRUS L, Chard, HusBos, Hungerford, L 517.7 77.7

22 Jun George Metcalfe ASW 28 L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Wincanton, HusBos, L 610.6 90.6

19 May Finn Sleigh LIBELLE L, Chard, HusBos, Hungerford, L 517.7 73.8

22 Jun Shaun Lapworth JS1 C (21.0) L, Polegate, Axminster, Melton Mowbray, L 766.3 89.8

24-Jul Christopher Starkey ASG 29 (15.0) L, Devizes, Fakenham, Ogbourne, L 607.2 100.4

19 May Jon Pring STD CIRRUS W L, Chard, HusBos, Ilsley, L 501.6 78.3

21-Jun Owen McCormack VENTUS 2A L, Tuxford, Four Marks, Corby, L 760.5 95.2

15-Jul Adrian Emck KA 6E Candover Ch, Rugby, Mundford, Banbury, L 506.6 68.4

22 Jun Christopher Starkey ASG 29 (18.0) L, Polegate, Bullington Cross, Wincanton, HusBos, L 610.6 111.8

21 Jun Andy Holmes LS8 L, Stamford Bridge, L 622.7 79.9

19 May Ayala Truelove LIBELLE L, Chard, HusBos, Ilsley, L 500.0 77.1

All flights apart from the first and 17th, started from a Lasham start and all finished at  Lasham



First solos
(all solos since the last edition, I hope)
Paul Calder
Risa Darcy
Tom MacGowan
Mark Mannering-Smith (Commercial pilot)
Jeremy Pratt  (PPL holder)
Hans Ostervall
Nigel Parry (Sept) (PPL holder)
David Potter (Sept)
David Saunders (Sept)
Mike Sharman (July)
Faitih Tekin (June)
Rucha Waikar (India’s youngest pilot)

Bronze badge
David Clarke
Zoe Pringle
Chris Welch ( & XC endorsement)

Silver C
Ashley Dodd (at age 16)
Tadej Magajna

Gold height (all Aboyne)
Alex Conboy
Ingram Gavan
Tim Horbury
Andrew McCrorie

Diamond height (at Aboyne)
Martin Conboy
Chris Harrison
Rick Bastin
Kevin Wood

Basic instructors
Anne Knight
Andrew McCrorie

Other notable flights
Harry Cooper UK 100 km diploma
Lemmy Tanner Nympsfield O/R in his K8 for the Wooden Plate

Competitions
World Gliding Champs 20m Class Garry Coppin & Steve Jones 2nd

Saltby Open Aerobatics J oel Hallewell 1st Place

20m Class Nationals Garry Coppin 1st place. Steve Pozerskis 3rd,
Ed Foxon 4th

18m Class Nationals Phil Jones 2nd, Steve Jones 5th

Club Class Nationals G Dale 1st place Tom Arscott 3rd, Henry Inigo
Jones 4th

Junior Nationals Chris Bennett 4th,  Simon Brown 5th, Jordan
Bridge 6th
Lasham Regionals Red Category G Dale & Luke Dale 1st place
Lasham Regionals Blue Category Tom Arscott 1st place

Open Ladder (year to date)
Christopher Starkey 3rd,  Andy Aveling 4th, Adrian Emck 8th, Finn
Sleigh 9th, Alistair Nunn 10th

Vintage Ladder (year to date)
Adrian Emck 1st, Tom Edwards 2nd, Ray Whittaker 5th, Desmond
Pearce 9th, Daniel Chidley 10th

If there are any omissions or errors, please contact the editor.

18The season
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Michael Oakley making a presentation to Ed Lockhart by way of a
"thank you" for looking after the Tuesday Group during his time as
DCFI. He retired as DCFI on 31 October (Photo: Geoffrey Miller)

Someone sent me a photo of all the tugs getting ready for the
comp in August. I have searched but can find the name of the

photographer. Many thanks anyway - JMcC

Brize-Oxford Airspace Change Proposal
BGA and other GA Alliance representatives were recently invited to
RAF Brize Norton to discuss the ongoing Brize Norton Airspace Change
Proposal. A modified solution was presented by the RAF which makes
some adjustments to the base levels and removes some airspace from
the Eastern end of the proposal. The proposed solution goes a small
distance towards a satisfactory compromise, but it was acknowledged

that there is still significant work required to reach a workable, safe
for all piece of airspace. It was heartening that the RAF acknowledged
that the interim solution was very much “work in progress” and could
be amended to reflect the needs of GA.  Communication is now in
place directly between the GA Alliance and the Royal Air Force; liaison
will continue between the parties with the aim of reaching an
agreement on a solution that can be presented to the regulator.
(from BGA web-site)



21Taking the rough with the smooth
Aboyne 2018

This was my first time on the Lasham expedition to Aboyne. I was on
week 3 with Jim Duthie, Tim Horner, Nick Squirrel, Lyndsay Stuart
and Charlie Sweeney. Our instructors were Clive Swain, Colin Watt
and Dave Williams.

Throughout the week we had a mixture of conditions from very still
to extremely rough. The roughest conditions were experienced when
the wind was from the southwest which was quite brief and nowhere
near as bad as the previous two weeks. Our best wave days occurred
in westerly winds which blows straight down Deeside and has a less
marked rotor at Aboyne. Aerotows were still bumpier than typical at
Lasham.

We arrived at the accommodation in Ballater arranged by the club on
Saturday and on Sunday we started with check-flights to orientate
ourselves to the local environment. Monday was benign with no wave
but good for getting in our first solo at the airfield. Tuesday was a
wave day and most of us (except me) got good wave flights (typically
above 10,000’) with the instructors.

As I lucked out on Tuesday, I was first up on Wednesday morning for
Clive’s masterclass on wave soaring, the wave wasn’t great and the
flight was brief but it was enough for Clive to teach me the basics on
how to get started in wave. The afternoon looked promising so I
hopped in the baby Grob.

As there wasn’t much turbulence, I opted to tow behind the Eurofox
(a lightweight tug that is cheaper to run) to save some money, the
tow to 4000’ was fine but flying speed was considerably slower than
behind a Pawnee.

I released in to wave and climbed to nearly 11,000’, the conditions
were threatening to deteriorate so I descended to 6,000’ where things
weren’t too bad so I toured around Deeside and played in lift along
the upwind edge of a line of clouds before landing.

Thursday was very calm, so we didn’t fly. Most of us doing some local
sightseeing. Friday was promising with reasonably strong west to
southwest winds. Dave and Clive told me to get going. With Colin’s
blessing I strapped in to the K21 by myself and got airborne fairly
early, this time being towed by a Pawnee.  I wasn’t going to risk the
Eurofox in these conditions.

It was fairly bumpy on tow, but at 3000’ it all smoothed out and I
released into 13 knots of lift. The lift gradually faded as I got higher
with the wave-bar working to 14,000’ QFE. This was good enough for
a Gold Height gain.

I could hear the Booker pilots nearby talking about a shower coming
in. With conditions threatening to deteriorate, I made my way back
down reasonably quickly and landed with no drama. About 30 minutes

Photo: Andrew Mcrorie



later, twelve gliders came in to land in a short period of time, so it
was all hands on deck to push them off the runway.

When you land at Aboyne, you roll to the end of the runway and get
out the way as quickly as possible to make way for the next glider.
There isn’t the wide open space of Lasham.

It cleared after midday and Charlie had a go. He got to 12,000’ and
could have gone higher, but wisely decided to descend as the
conditions deteriorated again with the cloud closing in. High up in
wave it is possible to stay up and keep climbing, but the cloud below
you can close in. You can lose sight of the airfield and your wings may
ice up as you descend through the cloud.

If you haven’t flown at
Aboyne before, I can
thoroughly recommend
the Lasham expedition.
Everything was in place
to facilitate wave
flying, whether two up
with an experienced
instructor, or solo if
you’re ready for it after
some coaching.  There
were four club gliders
available (K21, Duo
Discus, Grob 102 and
Discus) all fitted with
oxygen ready for high
altitude flight.

You’ll need to bring
warm clothes partic-
ularly socks, very thick
woolly ones or heated.

On non-flying days (or for non-flying partners) there is sightseeing
and hillwalking to do in picturesque Deeside. I bagged a few Munros
afterwards. When the wave is working, you’ll get a flying experience
you’ll never forget.  The banter amongst fellow pilots was great. The
accommodation in Ballater was also excellent.

Week 1
John Simmonds was instructing on week 1. He told me that the
conditions were very challenging both on launch and landing, There
was very strong turbulence and sink caused by the rotor. This also
meant that the wave was good. Those who could manage the rotor
were rewarded with notable flights. Five badge flights were achieved
by Lasham pilots that week: Diamond Height gain (Rick Bastin, Kevin
Wood) and Gold Height gain (Alex Conboy, Ingram Gavin, Tim
Horbury).

Week 2 (by Clive Swain)
Week 2 was attended by Merv Saunders and Morag, Clive Swain,
Charles Field, Mike Dawson, Pete Clark, Stephen Morris, Chris Yardley,
Ray Thompson, Geoff Martin and Derek Copeland.

When flying commenced Monday morning we were launching from
09, with the windsocks indicating a very light SSE wind. However, as
revealed by Merv achieving a 1 hour 45 minute flight soaring over
Glen Tanar with Ray, the upper wind was indeed SSW and of sufficient
strength to generate some localised wave at a moderately low height.

Thereafter, flying normalised on to Rwy 27 over the flying period, with
wave being picked up at the usual trigger points and typically working
up to around 12-13K. Moist air meant cloud cover was a factor a lot
of the time and some of the circuit/approach flying was typically
Aboyne. A simultaneous puncture on both the main wheel and dolly
wheel of the Duo resulted in Merv switching to ground engineer. With
assistance from Aboyne, the Duo was returned to serviceability in
readiness for the final week.

22Taking the rough with the smooth
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There were only three days of flying (Mon – Wed), but of sufficient
quality that everyone experienced at least one good wave flight and
left feeling they had a good and intensive week. The wind was
predominantly south to south westerly during the flying period.

It was a great week in good company, with the downtime being put
to good use by familiarising everyone with how to make use of the
Clearnav, LxNav S80 and the LK8000 Mobile App.

Andrew McCrorie

23Taking the rough with the smooth
Aboyne 2018 continued

Most Lasham members should have seen this image which we are
using in our fund raising to illustrate the scale of our task of seeking
a judicial review of the CAA’s decision over Farnborough’s airspace.
We are aiming to raise £100,000. So far we have donations and firm
promises of £31,000 from 120 donors with more due from general
aviation.  We will be notifying donors of progress with the case as
each milestone is reached. JMcC

The Right Honourable Grant Shapps MP who came to Lasham with a
delegation from the All Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation.
This has 175 members in Parliament. Lasham has also made a
submission to this group’s inquiry into how decisions on airspace are
made.

Despite occasional drizzle,
the fireworks and bonfire on
27 October was the usual
great success. Very many
thanks to Gary Pullen, Bob
Johnson, Fi, Nik, Alice and
the whole team in
organising this splendid
event. £120 was raised for
GHC and £120 for the
Lasham Trust.



24Picture quiz

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Question 4

Question 5

Question 6

Question 7

Question 8

Question 9

Question 10

Question 11

Gary Pullen has taken photos of
various parts of the airfield. Your
mission is to name the building
or item in the photo, guess
where it is and what it was used
for. Please send your answers to
garygliderl99@gmail.com

There will be a prize for the best
answer

mailto:garygliderl99@gmail.com


Question 13

Question 15Question 12

Question 16

Question 17

Question 18
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26Australian comps - Bringing fun back

Gliding Federation of Australia is
losing membership.
We train hundreds of new pilots every
year, join them up as members only
for them to lose interest and disappear.
Why? Can’t gliding capture the new
pilot? Boredom? Lacking challenge?
Not fun?

Flying competitively, with your mates,
can be wonderful fun and to get bitten
by the competitive bug is to add

another dimension to flying. Having club pilots enthused, involved and
interested in competitive flying is one sure way to reduce club
membership drop-out rate. Maybe not for everyone, but if we could
make comps more fun, less threatening and give a chance to all we
would keep a lot more members in our sport.

The same faces at every comp?
Why don’t we see more new faces at comps? How do we develop new
comp pilots if no-one new ever turns up? I fear that very gradually,
but steadily, competitive flying in Australia is dying.

Comps have a reputation as dangerous, accidents happen, flying is
close, gaggles are fierce, pre-start tactics determine results, tasks
that outland a high percentage of the fleet are OK, and newbies get
left behind and straggle in late. Comps are platforms for elite
competition pilots who use the events for their international
representative aspirations.

Why would a new pilot go to a State or Nationals comp in Australia?
Or for that matter to an International one? Where is the fun for a
newbie? Why worry?

Technology is overhauling the sport and creating new issues. Flarm
reports of gliders ahead display their rates of climb and tech-savvy
pilots following get the benefit of this info. Hardly fair for the guy who
started early.

So how can we make comps more fun for everyone?

Grand-Prix starting.
First we must get rid of the pre-start gaggles and start time “games”.
Top pilots never lead out from the start – go five minutes ahead of
the bunch and they’ll all overhaul you as you mark thermals for those
behind. I have been in pre-start gaggles waiting for half an hour for
someone to make the first move. Meanwhile the thermal dies and
everyone in the gaggle steadily sinks - everyone goes down, until

Current rules encourage crowded pre-start gaggles where gliders
hang around for someone else to lead out first. Pre-start tactics
determine results.

This article was forwarded by
Pete Ritchie. It is by article by
a member of the Lake Keepit
club, Dave Shorter. He is an
experienced competition pilot
and one of the stalwarts of
Ozzie Gliding.  This article was
published in GFA magazine,
Gliding Australia last year and
has been reproduced here
with his permission



finally some sucker loses patience at the stupidity of the situation and
starts on task.

A Grand-Prix start solves this problem. Everyone starts over an
extended line when the “gun goes off”. Same as in yachting.
A limit is set for start height, lower than convection, so there is no
need to hang around in a gaggle at the top of the nearest thermal –
everyone must lose height to start within the height limit. So the fierce
pre-start gaggles do not develop. Problem 2 solved.

To prevent congestion and large gaggles, GP starts are limited to a
maximum of 20 gliders. A smaller number of say 12 or 15 maximum
could be set to further reduce gaggling. If there are more gliders
entering the competition, then the fleet can be broken down into a
number of tranches, each starting 20 to 30 minutes apart. The
tranches can be seeded and regrouped daily to ensure fair competition.

Handicap circles
Introduce circles around task waypoints, to accommodate differing
glider performance. Fastest gliders turn in a 500m beercan, while
slower gliders turn short of each point at a larger circle. Programs
exist to calculate the size of handicap circles. Boffins Computer
Workshops in the UK has created a program which has been used by
the BGA to handicap competitions. See http://www.handicaptask.uk/.
At my club (Lake Keepit) Jacques Graells has developed a similar script
for handicapping GP tasks. Works well!

Scoring
GP scoring is so simple. First over the finish line wins and scores 10
points plus one extra as winner. Following gliders progressively get
9,8,7 … Easy. Most points at the end of the comp wins.

The radical bit
Golfers are familiar with personal handicaps. You’ve probably been
bored to death by an average golfer enthusiastically recounting how
he won the weekend championship with a Stapleford score of 40

points. How can the average glider club pilot possibly ever be enthused
by a win like this with gliding comp rules as they are?

So why not handicap the pilots? There is enormous difference in the
speeds achieved by the “guns”, and the average competent comp
pilot, let alone someone new to the game. Our top pilots regularly
achieve speeds 10% better than the second rung pilots and the same
faces win every day.

New club pilots are much slower, and can be encouraged to join in by
setting tasks that allow them to get home, and occasionally share in
the glory. I remember that my first 300km XC task in a Club Libelle
took me over seven hours. A good pilot in a modern glider would be
three times faster.

27Australian comps - Bringing fun back
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Simple scoring – first over the finish line wins.

http://www.handicaptask.uk/


We need to find a way to include slow pilots like this and give them
a “chance” to win. Handicapping pilots is the only way to make this
possible and to enthuse and encourage them.

But I hear a chorus … “You can’t do that!” “But you can’t have the
worst pilot winning!”  “How can you possibly create a fair handicap?”
“Who maintains the handicap?” “How can you possibly select
Australian representatives from a handicapped comp?” …. And so on.
But I ask “Why not?”

At our Club with a lot of input from Jacques, we now run regular “Mini
GPs” where club pilots fly GP tasks. Pilots are handicapped, according
to assessments of ability. This causes plenty of jovial challenge,
and good-natured banter, but it gets people involved. If you win a
day, you get slapped down with another 5% handicap. If you don’t

win, your handicap is relaxed by 1% for the next day. Eventually,
everyone will win a day.

Tasks are GP format, with handicap circles at each point, based on
the combined personal and glider performance handicaps. It’s good
fun.

National, State Comps and Regattas
These principles could be extended to all competitions within Australia,
including Nationals comps.

1. Grand Prix starts along a 10 km line – max. start height 1000ft
less than convection

2. Split the field into tranches of say max 15, starting 20-30
minutes apart.

3. Use circles around turnpoints to adjust task distance according
to handicap.

4. Simple GP finish scoring.
5. Initial handicap based on previous competition experience –

something like table 1 below.
6. Adjust handicap after each race – something like table 2 below.
7. Carry forward adjusted handicaps to ensuing comps & regattas.

Table 1 – Initial Handicap

28Australian comps - Bringing fun back
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Bob Dircks reckons it’s about time he shared in the glory and beat
Bruce home.

Highest Experience Level Handicap
Placegetters – International Comps 1.2
Competitor – International Comp 1.15
Placegetter – Aust. Nationals Comp 1.1
Competitor – Aust. Nationals Comp 1.05
Placegetter – State Comp 1
Competitor – State Comp 0.95
Competitor – Regatta 0.9
No Comp Experience – 300km XC 0.8
No XC Experience 0.7



Change will be contentious
No matter what is done, if change is introduced, it will be contentious.
(Remember when glider handicaps were first introduced?) The
conservatives like flying the way they have done forever, those who
pack away countless bottles of wine from day wins will be
disadvantaged, and the cliques will be disturbed. Whatever is done
will be argued about, and no matter what system we employ at comps
it will never be “fair” (whatever that is).

The most important existential issue for our sport is not
fairness, or the winning, but the enjoyment. Flying gliders needs
to be fun, companionable, inclusive and rewarding so people keep
coming back. If we make our competitions fun, and inclusive, we will
grow our numbers, and develop more pilots into highly skilled contest
players and enthusiastic members.

The future of our sport requires us to innovate and change. Otherwise
there’ll be no gliding movement when all us old-timers die off.

How can you determine the best performer to send overseas
to represent Oz?
This has been a principle objective of National Competitions in the
past, and an issue that still needs to be addressed. National

Competitions Committee (NCC) should be up to the task of assessing
pilot performance and capability without needing a competition placing
to do that. If a formulaic method was required, the results points
multiplied by handicap may do, or an assessment using raw speeds
achieved could be another approach. I think the NCC members are
very capable of knowing who amongst us are possibilities of a podium
finish overseas (and podium possibilities should be the only ones
warranting the organisation’s support.)

29Australian comps - Bringing fun back
(continued)

Day Placing H’cap Adjustment
1st Place Plus 5%
2nd Place Plus 2%
3rd Place No change
4/5/6th Place Minus 1%
7th Place or more Minus 2%
10th Place or more Minus 3%
Outlanding No change?

One of Australia’s lumpier places Photo Pete Ritchie

Table 2 – Handicap Adjustments



30The Hazards of Enlightenment
Advisory 9

In which Grimshaw has a worryingly deep rummage through the
learning process.

You have two archers. One constantly just misses the target and the
other one is pointing the wrong way entirely… in the opposite direction.
Who is likely to hit the target first? Modern man… he say the first
chap. Because he needs to make only a slight adjustment whereas
the second bloke is miles off. But Confucius he say second man.
Because when second man turn and finally see target… he really see
it… maybe hit it first time! Whereas first man is stuck seeing mainly
his errors.

It’s a shame no Eastern mystics that I’ve ever heard of were glider
pilots, because there is much scope in our strange multi-dimensional
sport for revelation and enlightenment. Enlightenment is not covered
in the instructors’ courses. I don’t know about you, but none of my
instructors ever said anything like “Remember… before you operate
controls… first have great peace of mind.” And let’s face it, when you’re
about to be hurled sixteen hundred feet into the sky, great peace of
mind is absolutely what you need!

Usually enlightenment in gliding creeps in slowly but it can happen
quite suddenly. Like California’s San Andreas fault… except gliding
enlightenment should not cause any buildings to collapse. Mind you
there can be an embarrassing side to it. The chances are the thing
you’ve just profoundly understood is likely to be something people
have been trying to tell you for ages!

I’ll give you an example:  Stalling speeds. I made models in my teens
and studied the theory of flight extensively. And when I started gliding
for real it was indeed a bit like climbing into a giant model. Knowing
things from books is fine but experiencing it yourself is a whole new
ball game. I never used to worry about stalling speeds with models.
They tended to sort themselves out once you trimmed them properly.
But in full-size gliders I had to watch stalling speeds all the time. I

soloed, but then came various globe-trotting episodes with subsequent
impoverishment.

I re-started gliding in middle age. And I was well into basic training
(again) when I beheld an instructor lecturing a new-ish student whilst
waiting to move up the launch queue. As I had been assisting I hung
around and shamelessly eavesdropped. I recommend this when
instructors are having a natter as you never know… you might learn
something! The main hazard, as I pointed out in Advisory 2, is that
it’s embarrassing if what is being discussed is a student’s ineptitude.
And extremely so, if it happens to be yours!  But on this occasion the
instructor was discussing rates of rotation on take-off. And that was
when it happened.

Enlightenment occurred!

I suddenly realised… stalling depends on airflow angle of attack… NOT
AIRSPEED! Which I knew… and yet I hadn’t properly fully known it!
The only reason I keep thinking of stalling as airspeed is because I
am not aware of the increased angle of attack at slow speeds or in
high wing-load situations.

At slow speeds the aircraft starts to mush and you have to add that
angle to any other angle that you may have (indeed should have)
perceived, say, from a raised nose. At slow speeds it’s really an angle
thing… and it still is even at high speed. The horrific conclusion hit me
like a ton of bricks. All I have to do to kill myself is yank the stick back
hard on take-off! If I get the angle of attack past fifteen degrees the
glider will stall regardless of speed, even at sixty knots. It will probably
try to flick roll, indeed that’s how flick rolls are done, and I will be
plunged irrecoverably into the ground probably head-first and going
flat-out. That’s why instructors tell you to increase the climb angle
gradually…taking at least five seconds to rotate up to about 35 degrees
or so!



I walked about stunned for the next ten minutes. Not just because I
finally ‘got’ this… but also because I could not comprehend how I, of
all people,  could get his far through basic training twice over without
fully understanding this crucial point!

Other aspects of aerodynamics then began tumbling into place. I
remembered, as a teenager, checking my models’ C of G positions by
balancing at the wingtips with my fingers. Models always felt so stable
when handled like that. So much so I wondered why the plans always
specified two or three degrees of wash-out… ie reducing the wing
incidence at the tips when it felt like it should be going the other way.

One day the truth hit me: If you increase the tip incidence, then when
the plane slows down and approaches the stalling angle, the slightest
gust correction with a down-going aileron will stall one tip before the
other and spin a perfectly good round-out into a sizable crash. In other
words the aircraft will become un-land-able! Low speed control is
crucial.

On full-size vintage gliders the wash-out, ie the reduced incidence on
the wing tips, is often very noticeable, but on modern machines it’s
usually subtle. Often, designers will change the aerofoil section near
the wing tips for exactly the same effect. And it’s also why differential
aileron movements were invented. In fact there are very few aircraft
where ailerons go down as much as they go up! Suddenly you just
see the whole slow speed controllability thing very clearly.
Enlightenment occurs!

Another one: I was going through Derek Piggott’s ‘Gliding Safety’
when I was startled to read that if you simply hold a loop when
inverted by pushing forward on the stick, you can effortlessly get an
older glider into a situation that is almost unrecoverable! I was
amazed. Think it through for yourself. It’s all about Vne.

Gliding is full of enlightening points like this but the snag is you have
no control over when and where the light bulb goes on. It’s never
during lectures, obviously, and you can’t assume it will only happen
on the airfield.

I was doodling in a tedious Borough Council Housing Department
meeting once when something hit me. Nose-wheel gliders don’t
bounce on landing because as soon as they touch the ground the nose
drops onto the runway, the angle-of-attack also drops and half the
lift instantly vanishes! Whereas with a tail-wheel job you have to make
absolutely certain you’ve bled off every ounce of energy or… BOING…
you’re back up in the sky again! How come I’ve only just realised
that?? Finally I noticed something odd… Borough Housing Officers
looking at me in a strange way.

Lesser enlightenments will have a broad pragmatic sweep to them.
For instance when you start flying you think gliding’s all about learning
to soar. Then you realise it’s just about getting your instructor round
a circuit without complaint… a real challenge!

31The Hazards of Enlightenment
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Reading the ground - Your mother called



Later you think it’s all about going cross-country and then you realise
it’s actually about keeping the BGA’s Basil Fairston happy. In fact the
number of people you have to keep happy keeps increasing.

Finally you think it’s all about beating your fellow fliers around the
skies and then you realise that it’s really all about becoming an
amateur meteorologist and spotting the arrival of a good day quicker
than anyone else so you can report sick at work and secure an aircraft
in time.

And then comes the sad day when you realise that realio trulio it’s all
about embarking on a completely different and more remunerative
career path to the one you have. You need a whole different income
bracket, so you can afford to buy your own hot modern ship complete
with one-man rigging aids and a ten thousand pound trailer.  Then
you will be a really happy bunny!  And… oh dear… it’s about somehow
going back in time to make all those drastic changes!
Finally it comes to you that you are never going to be a red-hot glider
pilot, but there’s no reason why you can’t thoroughly enjoy flying and
have your own particular set of adventures and achievements. This
kind of enlightenment verges on actual wisdom. And maybe even
contentment. Content people are not driven though… so they don’t
win comps… or do they? (discuss… 2 hours or talk to Alistair Nunn)
Should contentment be the end-result of an undertaking or the modus
operandi of it? Does Confucius say ‘Have right means… arrive at right
ends…’??? Hmmm

The sky is a wonderful place for meditation but as there is no limit to
human thought, extreme caution should be exercised about thinking
too deeply whilst actually in the air. Once thermalling corrections
become automatic it is tempting, as the world whirls round underneath
you, to reflect on your amazing surroundings and go into a sort of
trance.

You realise that you are reading the sky… and this is all well and good.
And then... another momentous moment… you realise it also needs

to be about reading the ground.  Because that can tell you what the
sky’s going to be doing in fifteen minute’s time. And this is brilliant
stuff… but I would be wary of going any further. The reason is simple.
Profound meditation tends to detract from look-out. And that can be
catastrophic! Any enlightenment you gain in the air should include the
fact that despite my astounding view I have no idea what is under my
feet or behind my head! Also things coming straight at me do not
move and so are not seen.

So my advice, for the more philosophically-minded newbie… or any
budding poets… is to postpone what the Zen Masters call a Satori, a
profound realisation, until the aircraft is safely in the hangar.  Once
the hangar lights go out then your interior one can come on. Because
some thoughts can be so absorbing, and possibly unsettling, that they
constitute a hazard. Try not to think about air being a perfect analogue
for spirit, (which it is) so much so that the Hebrew word ruach carries
both meanings (which it does). Ruach alone can take you to
astonishing places in the mind. If you ever get as far as thinking of
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Reading the sky



Planet Earth’s air as a simple visual aid for spirit… but cleverly made
invisible…  STOP!

Try to make sure any airborne enlightenment includes more mundane
awareness, like one’s drift towards extensive forest, with decreasing
landing options.  Also one’s decreasing height. Not to mention that
the club’s bar will open in about an hour.

However meditation can solve at least one age-old puzzle...  a sort of
Zen kōan if you like... a question that can lead to enlightenment.
When you get bored of trying to figure out the sound of one hand
clapping** start work on the exception to What Goes Up Must Come
Down. After all, this is very relevant to gliding! B.I.s are always telling
their Air-Ex victims that they’ve ‘never left anyone up there yet!’  But
after months of meditation I can tell you now that there is at least
one exception. Yes… it definitely goeth up… but lo… it cometh not
down...Age!

As you will find out!

** easy… it’s half the sound of two hands clapping!

33The Hazards of Enlightenment
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Quintin Wheelwright has left us and started his new job on 3 September. He
is holding a winch, tractor, buggy,and toilet ie the story of Q’s 12 years at
LGS. The Society also gave him the Silverstone 2019 Formula 1 weekend
package.  Gary Pullen gave a farewell speech on the patio in front of all the
staff and his close friends. The Society wishes him well for the future.
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We have arranged another really good season of Saturday evening
events again this winter. Some dates and talks might change and
some are not yet fully arranged but listed below is the current
situation.  All events are subject to short notice change so if you are
travelling a long way please check first to verify that it is still taking
place. Additional events may be inserted on blank days.

Saturday talks will usually start at 6pm and will be held in the Brown
Elephant briefing room at Lasham. Most events are free, but it is
customary that a silver collection is made at the end of each talk for
the Lasham Trust or other deserving cause of the speaker’s choosing.

Dinner will be available in the restaurant afterwards. Booking is
advisable at thegoldenglider@outlook.com. Or 01256 384910. The
bar is also available to members and visitors at all times.

3 Nov– “A funny thing happened on the way to the symposium” - A
humorous talk by Lasham Member John Carpenter on his experiences
working in the medical communications field.

10 Nov – A talk by Tony Fendall on wildlife on Lasham Airfield.

17 Nov – A talk by Dr Tim Freegarde & Jane Nash on glider conspicuity
and lookout. Tim is a member of the CAA working party on this.

24 Nov – A talk by Wing Cdr (Retd) Mike Pollitt, a former Vulcan pilot
on the XM655 Vulcan preservation project at Wellesbourne.

1 Dec – 16:00 Lasham Gliding Society SGM followed at approx 18:00
by a screening of “Airborne” the movie by young film maker Joanna
Beard about her early days in flying at Nympsfield.

8 Dec – A talk by Captain John Mankerty RN (Retd) on the collision
between HMS Swiftsure and HMS Diamond in 1953.

15 Dec - Lasham’s traditional Christmas dining in night. This will be
a ticketed event and bookings will be taken by the Golden Glider.

Tues 1 Jan 2019 – New Year’s Day Charity “Fun” Run 11am

5 Jan– Another talk by retired Detective Chief Superintendent Paul
Stickler on historical murders in the 20th Century and before.

12 Jan– A talk by Paul Haliday on the R38, R100 and R101 airships

19 Jan – Lara Cawthra (registered chiropractor) on fitness, posture
and minimising back strain when rigging gliders

26 Jan – A talk by Sue Fendall on the work that she does with the
Samaritans.

2 Feb – A talk by Dave Latimer on the “Glide Britain” promotional
activities for our sport that took place over the last couple of years.

9 Feb – A talk by Air Chief Marshall (Retd) Sir John Allison KCB CBE
on the Cold War as an air defence pilot in that era.

16 Feb – Planned visit to RAF WW2 bunker cancelled

23 Feb – Traditional pub quiz evening with fish ‘n chips organised
by the Golden Glider. There will be a small charge for this event.

9 Mar – LGS AGM, time to be advised. (was 2 Mar but has moved)

9 Mar - A talk by Colonel (Retd) Jonathan Welch CBE on a brief
history of the Royal Engineers bomb disposal operations.

23 March – Former cabbie and now our head chef, Nik Christides

Jane Nash & Mike Philpott

mailto:thegoldenglider@outlook.com
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(all lists are alphabetical. Some posts are part-time)

Committee of Management
Mike Clarke (Chairman)
Chris Marren
John McCullagh (Hon Treasurer)
Mike Philpott
Gary Pullen (Vice-chairman)
Julian Richardson

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)
Jordan Bridge (DCFI)

Office staff
Joan Carey (Finance manager)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Angela McVie
Sharon White

Workshop
John Brooke (Part time)
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Facilities and winch
John Allton  (Facilities Manager)
Emma Brailsford (Winch driver)
Mateusz “Matt” Gocek (Part-time winch driver and
workshop fitter)
Paul Haliday (Winch driver)
Ed Jones (Occasional winch driver)
Michael Nash (Assistant groundsman)
Paul Osborne (Groundsman)
Gary Pullen (Part-time facilities)
Josh Smith (Part time facilities)
Scott Thompson (Winch Master)

Cleaners
Keith & Barbara Chiverton

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Golden Glider Ltd (Alice, Fi and Nick Christides)
01256 384 910

Other roles
John Barton (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Jackson (Airspace)
Jane Nash (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Bill Bullimore
Competitions - Alex Phillips
Flying - Colin Watt
Single-seaters - Rick Bastin

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust & Lasham Charitable Trust
The places for donations to make Lasham even
better. The trustees are: Graham Garnett and
Nigel Mallender, Mike Philpott and the Society’s
chairman
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